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Congratulations Class of 2019!

Cornelius Campbell

J. Carico

Jameia Dupree

Zachary Kennedy

Riderian Murdock

Matthew Neely

MarCreshia Phillips

Haliey Robinson

Wyniliana Robinson

Joseph Sanderson

Samuel Staggs
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Karly Bott

Superintendent Dr. Vicki Kirk

“It is an exciting time to be at TSD!
We are seeing improvements and
process in a number of areas.”
Our bilingual approach is moving forward. The
Bilingual Team has developed a set of guiding
documents including a bilingual policy. These
documents are in Nashville for approval, and
we anticipate they will be officially in place
before school starts this fall. Over the past
year we have started language assessments
for students, faculty, and staff. This is
exciting because these assessments help us
understand our current status and enable us
to make realistic goals resulting in improved
language and communication. We will be
able to offer proper supports for students and
adults on campus to meet their individual
goals. We had ASL classes for all students
this year, and this effort will continue into
2019-2020 with a language and literacy block
in the schedule. We have purchased an ASL
curriculum, and teachers will receive training
in its implementation over the summer.
We will be adding signage to the campus
soon that will convey our communication
expectations of accessibility.

We are improving our outreach efforts with the
addition of three positions to lead outreach
in east, middle, and west Tennessee. We are
making contact with families of deaf and hard
of hearing (refers to hearing loss, not culture)
children, birth to five. This increased attention
will equip parents with information to make
the best decisions for their children, including
bringing language into their lives as early as
possible. We began offering ASL classes for
parents and families of 0-5 children, and the
response has been overwhelming! We have
made contacts with several LEAs to help them
provide the best possible services for deaf and
hard of hearing students in their districts, and
we have conducted events for families across
the state. A new development for next year is
the Deaf Mentor Pilot program. Supported by
Senator Massey and Representative White,
this legislation provides for a one-year pilot in
east Tennessee to match Deaf Mentors with
families of deaf and hard of hearing children,
birth to three. We are in the process of setting
this program up so we can demonstrate its
effectiveness. We will be reporting to the
legislature on this in the fall 2020/ spring 2021
legislative session. It is hoped this pilot will lead
to a more permanent Deaf Mentor program.
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Our school in Nashville, TSDN, had their
ribbon cutting this spring. It was an exciting
event, attended by our new Commissioner of
Education, Dr. Penny Schwinn. We are serving
8 students at TSDN in PreK and kindergarten.
This will expand next year, and we anticipate
this school to grow substantially over the next
few years.
Our Career and Technical (CTE) programs
have improved over the past year; we have
established three programs of study: structural
foundations, culinary arts, and STEM. Over
time our students will be able to complete a
program of study and receive credentials that
will help them as they enter post-secondary
education and the workforce. We will be
researching the addition of other CTE programs
over the next few years.
We are also examining our business practices,
facilities management, and emergency and
safety operations to ensure that we are being
good stewards of our resources. We anticipate
budget savings in some areas that may permit
us to expand educational offerings for students.

I am honored to be a part of this organization
as we celebrate 175 years of service to students
who are deaf and hard of hearing. I am learning so much – exciting for me because I love
to learn! I am challenging myself with learning
ASL as a language and hope to continue to
grow significantly in this area over the coming
year. 2019-2020 will be my first year serving
full-time from start to finish. I am thrilled to
have the opportunity to serve here, and I am

very proud of our organization: faculty, staff,
These changes are all good – but even good
students, parents, and community. I am so
change can be difficult. We are committed
grateful to each of you out there who have ofto supporting our faculty and staff for
fered your support. We are working together to
success, and we will be monitoring employee
empower students, families, and stakeholders
satisfaction and taking measures to address
through education, advocacy, and community.
employee needs. We have said goodbye
to some long-time and
cherished employees
this year – always a sad
experience. But we are
also saying hello to many
new faces, which brings
excitement and the
possibility of fresh ideas
and renewed energy. This
reminds me of our drama
club’s performance in
TENNESSEE OBSERVER
spring – the circle of life!
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“

We are working together to
empower students, families, and
stakeholders through education,
advocacy, and community.
DR. VICKI KIRK

Karly Ann Bott
Hi, my name is Karly Ann Bott. I am from South Fulton,
Tennessee and have attended Tennessee School for
the Deaf for three years. My favorite memory at TSD
is when we won the volleyball championship at the
Mason-Dixon tournament my senior year, especially
because it was my first time joining a volleyball
team! After graduation, I plan to attend Pellissippi
State Community College then transfer to Rochester
Institute of Technology/National Technical Institute
for the Deaf to study Computer Information Systems.
I would personally like to thank Laura Bledsoe for
taking the time to teach me over the last three years
and being an incredible mentor.
Cornelius Campbell
Hello, my name is Cornelius Campbell. Originally,
I am from Memphis TN; however, I have attended
Tennessee School for the Deaf for the past four
years. Along with academics, I have completed
many activities here at TSD that have set me up
for success. The best memories I have at TSD are
hanging out with my friends and going on field
trips. After high school, I am attending Tennessee
College of Applied Technology (TCAT) in Knoxville for
auto mechanics. Upon graduating from TCAT, I plan
to open my own auto mechanics shop.

J. (Jesse) Carico
Hi, my name is Jesse Carico. I am from Bristol,
Tennessee and have been at TSD for nine years. My
favorite memories include playing on the playground
as a child and when my volleyball team won the
championship game! After high school, I plan on
either going to college or finding a job I enjoy. Thank
you to all teachers for understanding who I am; that is
so important to me and other students.

Jameia Dupree
My name is Jameia Dupree and I am from
Chattanooga, Tennessee. I have gone to Tennessee
School for the Deaf for five years. One of my favorite
memories in my time at TSD is when I went to the
beach in Florida with my basketball team and our
coach. More great memories that I will cherish are
when I rode a bike 8.1 miles and doing different
activities with my cottage friends! After I graduate, I
want to go to a technology school for two years, then
transfer to a four-year college to study 3D printing.

Zachary Kennedy
Hello, my name is Zackary Kennedy, and I am from
Ocoee, Tennessee. I attended TSD during the latter
parts of my high school career. My favorite memory at
TSD is participating in the Knoxville Special Olympics.
After graduation, I will be attending the Tennessee
Rehabilitation Center (TRC) in Smyrna, Tennessee for
manufacturing and warehousing.

Riderian Murdock
Hello! My name is Riderian Murdock. I am from
Nashville, Tennessee and have attended TSD for the
past six years. I have had the opportunity to meet
many incredible people here. My favorite memory
at TSD is track because it made me a stronger
teammate. My coach, Jordan Cooper, taught me to
never give up and encouraged me to work hard. I will
never forget going to the Berge Seeger competition
in California and getting 4th place in the long jump
with 19.2 feet! That competition was special because
nineteen teams were there from different schools
for the Deaf. After high school, I plan to attend a
technical school to study becoming a welder. I would
like to thank Laura Bledsoe for teaching me English
and Jordan Cooper for pushing me to be my best. I
wish I had one more year!
Matthew Neely
Hello, my name is Matthew Neely. I am from Hickman,
Tennessee and have attended TSD for seven years.
My favorite memories at TSD mostly involve football
and my teammates. However, I will always remember
the valuable lessons my teachers have taught me to
use in my future after high school. After graduation, I
will attend Dickson County Technical School to study
welding. I will miss my friends and teachers dearly
at TSD and am excited to visit again for football and
basketball games!

MarCreshia Phillips
Hello, my name is Mar’Creshia Phillips, and I am
from Ripley, Tennessee. My favorite memories at
Tennessee School for the Deaf involve my closest
friends. I have too many amazing memories with
them to share, but I can always depend on them
to make my day better. Another favorite memory is
when my senior class went to Dollywood. The roller
coasters were so much fun; we laughed hard at
each other’s facial expressions! After I graduate high
school, I plan to attend Pellissippi State Community
College for two years. Once I receive my associate
degree, I will transfer to a four-year college and
complete my bachelor’s and master’s degree in
Elementary Education to become a preschool
teacher.

Haliey Robinson
Hi! My name is Haliey Robinson. I am from Afton,
Tennessee and have attended TSD for the past
10 years. My favorite memory is being a “school
daughter” to Brianna (Bri) Scott, my PE teacher
and Cross-Country coach. She and I always have
conversations about college and random topics.
However, my absolute favorite memory would
be running with her on the road, right outside the
security gate. After graduation, I plan to attend a fouryear college and work towards becoming a physical
therapist. I want to thank Bri and Stephanie Moore for
helping me through all four years of high school!

Wyniliana Robinson
Hi! My name is Wyniliana Wilma Robinson, and
I am from Memphis, Tennessee. I attended TSD
elementary school, moved away for a short while,
then came back in eighth grade. My absolute favorite
memory at school is winning the Mason Dixon
volleyball championship on TSD’s home court this
year; it was an incredible moment! We were named
the 2018 national champions. After high school, I plan
to attend the National Technical Institute for the Deaf
(NTID) for two years. Then, I will attend Rochester
Institute of Technology (RIT) to study Science. After
which, I plan to transfer to the University of Tennessee
to obtain a Ph.D. in Veterinary Science. I would like
to say a special thanks to all the teachers that never
gave up on me and kept pushing me to achieve my
goals. Also, thank you to the staff that taught me how
to survive through different real-life situations. Finally,
thank you to my parents who have gone above and
beyond for me to achieve my dreams.
Seth Sanderson
Hello, my name is Seth Sanderson. I am from
Maryville, Tennessee and have attended TSD since
elementary school. My best memories at TSD
include playing and running around with my friends
in elementary school and being a part of the Viking
Club trips in high school. However, Dollywood was
my favorite trip. After high school, I plan to attend
the Comprehensive Adult Program (CAP) at the
Tennessee School for the Deaf, Knoxville. I would
personally like to thank my teachers and my 1:1
assistant, David Moore, for being positive role models
in my life.

Jeremiah Staggs
Hello! My name is Jeremiah Staggs. I was born
and raised in Lawrenceburg, Tennessee. I have so
many great memories at TSD from sixth grade to
my senior year. My favorite memory is playing on
both the basketball and football teams. I especially
enjoyed playing five on five with my basketball team
and playing football in the rain with my teammates
because we all got muddy! After high school, I will
attend Tennessee College of Applied Technology
(TCAT) to study mechanical technology. I am excited
and eager to work this summer to save money and
enjoy vacation with my family! I am grateful for my
time at TSD and am looking forward to starting this
new chapter in my life.

Ms. Jessica McMahon

Sorley “Sami” Williamson

Lead Principal

STEP Dean

Ms. Jessica McMahon has been selected as the Lead

Sami has recently been chosen TSD Knoxville’s newest

Principal for the TSD Knoxville campus. Jessica is highly

STEP Cottage Supervisor! Sami attended Gallaudet

qualified and exceeded all the necessary requirements

University and obtained his Bachelor of Science in

for the Lead Principal position.

Political Science from Rochester Institute of Technology.
Now, Sami is pursuing his master’s degree in Mental

Jessica was born to Deaf parents in Little Rock, Arkansas.

Health Counseling at the University of Massachusetts.

She graduated from Arkansas School for the Deaf

“I am a firm believer in community involvement and

and then attended Gallaudet University with a major

dedicating myself to improving conditions for everyone

in Sociology with a Concentration in Criminology.

through inclusivity and mindfulness;” Sami explains, “I

After graduation, she was approached by one of her

enjoy learning new things and hearing other people’s

professors who convinced her to go into the field of Deaf

stories.”

Education. Since, she has worked at Arkansas School
for the Deaf, Clark County School District in Las Vegas,

He and his loving fiancé, Kristina Bernhardt, moved to

Nevada and Mississippi School for the Deaf. She has

Knoxville with their wonderful pup, Verdani, making

worked in numerous positions (dorm parent/ residential

Tennessee the eighth state he has ever lived in. Sami is

advisor, teacher in all departments, Athletic Director, ASL

an avid Game of Thrones watcher. However, his absolute

Specialist, Fairview Specialist, Elementary Supervisor

favorite television show is The Office. He has watched all

and grades K-12 Principal). She has decided to come to

nine seasons over ten times through! He is also a huge

Tennessee to advance her career and life opportunity.

fan of the Ohio State University Buckeyes football team.

She is the proud wife of John who is currently a semester

Sami is extremely excited to join Tennessee’s great

away from being a teacher. She is also a proud mom

community and be a part of the TSD family saying, “I’d

of four beautiful children: Marissa, Mykanna, Maverick

love to get to know y’all, so don’t feel shy and shoot me

and Addison. Her children are very athletic and high

an email!”

energy. She spends a lot of time outdoors; camping and
swimming. At nights or on rainy days she and her family
play card games, board games, and other games.

“My educational view is to create a collaborative
school environment as the key to creating successful
teachers and students. I believe in this saying
“Bilingual at Birth, Literate for Life.” Which would
indicate my passion of teaching children ASL and
English at the earliest stage(s) of their lives.”
– Jessica McMahon

“I am a firm believer in community involvement
and dedicating myself to improving conditions for
everyone through inclusivity and mindfulness;”
– Sorley “Sami” Williamson I

Kaitlyn Morehead

Michelle Norman

Communications & Media Specialist

Recreation Specialist

Kaitlyn Morehead is TSD Knoxville’s newest

Michelle Norman is the Recreation Specialist at TSD

Communications & Media Specialist. She recently

Knoxville. She attended Southern Illinois University and

graduated from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville

achieved her Bachelor of Arts in Recreational Therapy

with a major in Communication Studies and a minor in

with a Concentration in American Sign Language. After

American Sign Language.

completing an internship in Chicago, IL and passing
the NCTRC exam, she became a Certified Therapeutic

She believes communication is the utmost important

Recreation Specialist. During her time in school, Michelle

life skill one can obtain. “Communication opens the

was very involved with Special Olympics and volunteered

door for success, understanding and inspiration in any

at the local environmental center that provides

relationship.” Kaitlyn says, “Learning how to communicate

outdoor recreation programs for Veterans, children

effectively is a working process but it is guaranteed to set

with developmental disabilities, and adults with mental

any person up for success.”

illnesses.

In her free time, Kaitlyn enjoys spending time with family

She was born and raised in Peoria, IL to a family of four.

and friends, working out and -of course- binge watching

Whenever Michelle is not busy having a blast with the

shows on Netflix. She loves the Tennessee Vols and

students at TSD, she enjoys outdoors activities such as

Jesus. Her favorite time of the year is when “it’s football

hiking, running or reading in a hammock with her dog,

time in Tennessee!”

Oliver.

She enjoys getting to know new people and loves to talk.

When asked why she loves her career Michelle

When asked about herself Kaitlyn said, “I am one of those

explained, “What I enjoy most about my position is the

people that will chat your head off. If you ever need a

freedom to be creative. By creating diverse recreational

friend to talk to, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me!”

experiences, the students are given the opportunity to

Kaitlyn is grateful for the opportunity to be a part of the

grow and learn more about themselves and witness just

TSD team and looks forward to seeing everyone’s smiling

how capable they truly are. I love watching the students

faces!

accomplish a new challenge; their smiles say it all.”

“Learning how to communicate effectively is a
working process but it is guaranteed to set any person
up for success.”
– Kaitlyn Morehead

“What I enjoy most about my position is the freedom
to be creative. By creating diverse recreational
experiences, the students are given the opportunity to
grow and learn more about themselves and witness
just how capable they truly are. I love watching the
students accomplish a new challenge; their smiles say
it all.” - Michelle Norman

Bryan Bowen

Bethany Van Bebber

ASL Services Specialist

Student Life Director

Bryan Bowen has been selected as an ASL Services

It is the pleasure of the administrative staff to inform you

Specialist for TSD Knoxville’s campus. He obtained

that we have filled the position of Student Life director.

his Bachelor of Science in American Sign Language

Bethany Van Bebber will be TSD’s newest Viking. She

Interpreting Studies, then achieved a master’s degree in

graduated from Illinois School for the Deaf in 1995 and

Sign Language Education from Gallaudet University.

received her master’s degree in Deaf Education and Deaf
Studies from Lamar University in 2007. She is currently

Bryan is married to his beautiful wife, Emily. They have

pursuing her Ed. S degree in Educational Leadership

three children: Will, Grace and Sophia. His hobbies

and Policy Analysis at the University of Missouri. She

include golf, fishing and hunting. He also enjoys watching

comes to us from Missouri School for the Deaf as a

the University of Kentucky basketball games because

principal. However, her experience involves being a

he graduated [high school] from Kentucky School for the

Student Life director in the past on two other occasions

Deaf.

while completing her education. Bethany has a heart to
be a Student Life director once again and is anxious to

When asked why he is passionate about American Sign

become a Viking.

Language Bryan said, “I’m passionate about teaching
American Sign Language and [will continue] to keep

She started her career as a dorm parent at Illinois School

teaching until everyone on earth can communicate with

for the Deaf and New Mexico School for the Deaf. Her

each other by using ASL.”

experience includes being an advocate for the Deaf
Community, adjunct American Sign Language Instructor

We are very excited for Bryan to join the TSD family! If

(ASL I-IV and Deaf Studies), American Sign Language

you see him around, be sure to introduce yourself.

Interpreter Evaluator.
On a personal note, Ms. Bebber has raised two lovely
children, a daughter, who lives in Washington with her
husband, a son who lives in Illinois. In her spare time she

“I’m passionate about teaching American Sign
Language and [will continue] to keep teaching until
everyone on earth can communicate with each other
by using ASL.” – Bryan Bowen

loves to paint, read, go beachcombing and do outdoor
activities such as camping, kayaking, and traveling.
Please help us welcome Bethany as she begins her new
journey here with us at TSD on July 15th.

Jack Johnson

Director of
Comprehensive Education Resource Center
J. Jack Johnson, also known as “J3”, is pleased to
be a TSD Viking. He is a Gallaudet University (‘93)
alumnus who brings to our district over 22 years
of teaching and leadership experience in public
schools, a charter school, and three schools for
the deaf. Jack has served as a school principal at
both the Virginia School for the Deaf and the Blind
and the South Carolina School for the Deaf and
the Blind. Jack’s experience includes curriculum
development, data analysis, and intervention
services.
On the personal side, Jack loves math puzzles, cold
brew coffee, and trekking in nature. Black licorice is
Jack’s favorite candy. Lastly, Jack is happily married
for 24 years to his college sweetheart, Jenni, and
they have three awesome teenagers at home.

Students with Holocaust Survivor Harry Markowicz

“At the Holocaust Museum, students saw a survivor speak
and share his experience as a hidden child.”
Some of the 8th and 9th graders were able to go to Washington, DC this year to tour over 22
museums and monuments. At the Pentagon, and also at the Cryptology Museum (an affiliate
of the National Security Agency), students were able to meet many Deaf employees that
work in a wide variety of jobs there such as accounting, human resources and computer
technology. . . just to name a few. The employees, including TSD alumna Hazel Carr, were
able to provide tips and suggestions on post-secondary options available for students. At the
Holocaust Museum, students saw a survivor speak and share his experience as a hidden child.
Ironically, the survivor was a retired Gallaudet University professor, so he was able to sign
directly with the students! This year, students were fortunate enough to stay part of the week
at Gallaudet’s Kellogg Center hotel. They were able to meet with several TSD alumni and a
former cottage staff. The trip was quite a whirlwind with so many activities and places to see.
The students are very grateful to all of the TSD community who supported them! Their lives
were truly changed and broadened by seeing our nation’s capital.

“The students are very grateful to all of the
TSD community who supported them!”
TENNESSEE OBSERVER

RIBBON CUTTING CEREMONY

Dr. Penny Schwinn, Education Commissioner came to visit TSDN!
April 18, 2019 marked a historical event for TN School

Language. She remarked that she wants to be

for the Deaf Nashville (TSDN). We celebrated our first

able to talk to all families in their language and will

year educating deaf and hard of hearing students in

continue to learn American Sign Language. Before

Middle TN with a ribbon cutting ceremony. Families,

refreshments were provided and a school tour led,

community stakeholders, and special guests

the staff and students joined Kim Baggett in cutting

attended. Kim Baggett, TSDN Principal, opened

the ribbon. In true TSDN fashion, not everything went

the ceremony by thanking the leadership team for

according to plan, BUT in TRUE TSDN fashion the

all the support provided during the school year and

staff and students found alternate ways to achieve

introduced TSD Superintendent, Dr. Vicki Kirk.

the goal at hand!

Dr. Kirk addressed the audience and thanked

During the tour of the school, Commissioner Schwinn

additional stakeholders that helped make our school

was able to interact with the students during

successful. She then introduced Dr. Penny Schwinn,

dramatic play as she purchased flowers from the

Education Commissioner. Dr. Schwinn made the

flower shop.

effort to address the audience using American Sign

2019 Mason Dixon Basketball Tournaments
& Cheerleading Competition
BY LUKE BENSON, ATHLETIC DIRECTOR

The Cheerleading and Basketball teams participated in
the Mason Dixon Tournaments in January. All three teams
competed and enjoyed the time with the other 10 schools.
These tournaments are always fun and a great experience for
the student-athletes. The Lady Vikings finished 3rd while the
Vikings brought home 5th place. Scores from the games and
links to the cheerleading competition and tournaments are
provided below.

Cheer Competition
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t4JdDY7zBhI

TENNESSEE OBSERVER
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42nd Annual Mason Dixon Girls Basketball Tournament
Date

Team

Score

1/24

#4 Alabama

W 42-23

1/25

#1 Florida

L 43-29

1/26

#11 Kentucky

W 55-13

https://www.fsdbk12.org/2019mdgbb

MarCreshia Phillips and Haliey Robinson were named to the All-Tournament Team

67th Annual Mason Dixon Boys Basketball Tournament
Date

Team

Score

1/24

#7 Georgia

W 70-15

1/24

#2 Eastern North Carolina

L 62-49

1/25

#11 Kentucky

W 55-22

1/26

#9 Louisiana

W 46-28

1/26

#6 South Carolina

W 63-25

https://www.msdsports.org/

Lorenzo Currie was named to the All-Tournament Team
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Speech & Budgeting Field Trip

Students from Emma Rhodus’ speech class worked on
grocery store categories and how to purchase items
with hearing employees. They went to the local WalMart for a real-world simulation. Camille Benson’s
Personal Finance class had worked on budgeting skills,
so they tagged along to practice their food budgets.

TENNESSEE OBSERVER
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Fundamentals of Construction
BY THERON STRICKLAND
Congratulations to Daniel Jerrolds Fundamentals of Construction students for earning their
OSHA 10 Certification. This certification is an industry recognized certification which is
recognized by the state as an Early Post-Secondary Opportunity. The training was an intensive
10 hour training over two and a half days. Students were very attentive and motivated to learn
the material needed for their certification. A big thank you to the interpreting team as well!
The student’s photos with their certificates, will be displayed at the AJM lobby. This a great
achievement and we are very proud of the students!

Front Row: Samuel (Jeremiah) Staggs, Shawn Mould, Zechariah Carlyon, Ashley Carico, Tristen
Davidson, Jerry Williams, Matthew Neely

TENNESSEE OBSERVER
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Robotics Competition
BY LISA TACKETT
We had an outstanding robotics competition the weekend of March 1st-3rd at the North
Carolina School for the Deaf. To update on our first robotics competition qualifications: TSD
came in 4th, 7th and 16th out of 18 teams. We are very proud of our students. In skills TSD
came in 3rd and 4th place only behind two of the North Carolina (NC) teams. TSD may not
have taken home any awards from the 1st annual NRSC VEX (https://www.vexrobotics.com/)
competition in North Carolina, but our students took home so much more! We were very lucky
to have two of our TSD teams 2725 C and 2725 B qualify for the quarter finals. TSD team 2725 C
even made it into the semifinals. TSD 2725 C only lost to the NC teams that have been doing
this for 5 years. I cannot say enough good things about our competition teams dedication to
the new sport of robotics and how proud we are of them! Way to go teams 2725!

Back Row: Elijah Echols, Cornelius Campbell, Jameia Dupree, Lisa Tackett, Jesse Carico,
Tierra Smith, Leaely Andrade
Front Row: Kimberly Rioux, Joshua Coley, Hunter Horsley, Ariana Pettigrew
TENNESSEE OBSERVER
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Change Center Field Trip
COTTAGE 313

In April, Cottage 313 high school boys took a
field trip to the Change Center for a fun night of
activities including skating and games.
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RV Service Technician Presentation
COTTAGE 313

Joseph Carter and Austin Gross (former TSD Students) both RV service
technicians from NorthGate RV Center presenting their work experiences.
Ricky Hardin hosted the event at Cottage 313 on March 6, 2019.

Front row: Joshua Weatherford, Allen Henderson, Alex Toral, Cornelius Campbell,
Matt Neely, Zachary Kennedy, and Chase Owens. Rear row: Henry Ritchie, Tyler Leight,
Riderian Murdock, Austin Gross, Joseph Carter, Latrevenous Nolen, and Ricky Hardin
TENNESSEE OBSERVER
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TSDAA Presentation with TSD Students

In spring, Tennessee School for the Deaf Alumni Association (TSDAA)
members Phil Beam (former president), Anthony Anderton (current president),
Randall Haggard (current vice president standing behind), and Penny Oaks
(current treasurer – not pictured) met with TSD students sharing with them
about their lives both personally and professionally. They also shared funny
and inspiring stories about when they were TSD students. The purpose and
goal of TSDAA was explained to the students, and the students introduced
themselves while Seniors explained their future plans. TSDAA hosted a
reception for the students after the presentation concluded.

TENNESSEE OBSERVER
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175th TSD Anniversary
Anna Austin- Class of 1991,
175th Anniversary Committee Member
Hello All! We are excited to share that TSD will be 175 years old in 2020! TSD was created by
law in 1844, and the Rev. Thomas MacIntire opened the school to students on April 14, 1845.
TSD began the year-long anniversary celebration of the school’s opening this past spring
with a historical walk around the campus for the students and alumni. Everyone loved the
walk and we had several alumni involved. Beginning March 29 through April 4, 2020, we will
have a “week-long” celebration which will involve another historical walk and fun activities
for students to learn about TSD’s 175 year history. We will end the week with a banquet for
the students on Friday and a banquet for adults in the community on Saturday. Tickets for
the April 2020 event will be available late-fall.
Bricks will be available for purchase that will be placed on campus, if you would like more
information, please contact Phil Beam (beam.phil@gmail.com). In addition, TSD is selling
175th Anniversary T-shirts which were design by Ethan Pritchard (TSD Alumni and staff
member).
Thank you to TSD and the 175th Anniversary Committee for their time in planning the
celebration. GO VIKINGS!

TENNESSEE OBSERVER
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175th TSD Anniversary T-shirts

Shirt Cost: Small-2XL $15, 3XL-4XL $17 *
To purchase, contact
MaNeesha Mcllwain m.mcilwain@tsdeaf.org
Ethan Pritchard e.pritchard@tsdeaf.org
*To have t-shirts mailed, add $2 per shirt.
*To order online, add $0.50 cents per shirt.
https://www.tsdeaf.org/apps/pages/donate_TSDK
**In the Paypal note section add “175th Anniversary”

